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Consulting detective Vivek Headland, originally of the group that caused the release of a
haunted artificial intelligence into the world, lives and works in New York, dealing with all the
strangeness that very strange city can throw at him. But a case involving a stolen ghost and
human deli meat causes him to call for help, as the details of the investigation reveal a new
battleground between humanity and The Injection.

From BooklistGr. 5-7. Sandler revisits territory covered in his Immigrants: A Library of Congress
Book (1995) but expands the scope considerably: first, with a detailed station-to-station
description of how immigrants were processed through Ellis Island; then with sweeping
discussions of tenement life in the cities, the transformation of the midwestern prairie to
farmland, and finally, the role played by immigrant laborers in the growth of railroads and heavy
industry. He makes abundant use of original source material throughout, drawing hundreds of
brief comments from an array of personal interviews, oral histories, and memoirs, all
supplemented by dark but consistently relevant period photos. Though references to Yiddish as
"the language of the Jews" and to a group of "Mohammedan priests" should not have survived
editorial tweaking, this engagingly written, inspirational account will give children, particularly
immigrants or descendants of immigrants, some sharp insight into the trials and triumphs of their
predecessors. John PetersCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved
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Andrew H, “Quick fun read. A step up from volume 1. There’s a more solid narrative, we finally
start to learn who some of the characters are. The artwork is fantastic. It’s is a quick engrossing
read and I’m very excited to read the next volume. Hopefully Warren Ellis returns to this story
soon, it’s been almost a year since the last issue.”

Ebook Library Reader, “quick shipping and great deal!. quick shipping and great deal!”

Tim J., “Enjoyable and interesting story and artwork. Of course, start with volume 1 so this one
makes sense. This volume builds nicely on the first and gains momentum for whatever comes
next.”

J. Wood, “Nicely done. As with Volume 1, the art is (with some excellent exceptions) mostly
competent, but the story and writing is outstanding. Looking forward to Volume 3.”

Explodimus, “Volume 2 continues the weird and fascinating tale of this .... Volume 2 continues
the weird and fascinating tale of this world's unlikely team of heroes as they attempt to fix the
problem they set into the world in an attempt to save it.”

Paul S. Hemmings, “If you liked Ellis' other work. Transmetropolitan, then Planetary, now this. If
you liked Ellis' other work, you like this. I happened to love his other work so no surprise, I love
this. It's truly exceptional.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. bored rich people summons the old ones and pay the
price.....”

WWolf, “If you like graphic novels that make you think. If you like graphic novels that make you
think, buy this book. If you like novels, graphic or otherwise, that make you think about reality
and the pace we are travelling at in the 21st Century, that make you question technology,
sprinkle a bit of myth and legend and magic about the place and then have fun with 5 not so
likable protagonists, buy this book. The only reason not to buy this book is if you haven't yet read
Injection 1. In which case, go and buy it, read it, and then buy this book.The writing is clever and
assumes the reader is at least as clever. The art is deceptively simple and then suddenly
surprises you. The characters are dark and far from perfect. The humour is wonderfully deadpan
and contemporary.And I love the whole bit about the ham.”

365 Graphic Novels, “Thumbs Up!. This superb literary fantasia continues, building on the high
bar set in the last volume.Vivek Headland who didn’t get much page time in the first book is the
centre of this esoteric detective story. The other protagonists certainly aren’t forgotten about and



this feels wonderfully holistic in terms of character. Whilst an intriguing whodunit sprinkled with
action it really is a philosophical look at some quite highbrow concepts. Ellis manages to make it
all eminently palatable however.The panels alternate between widescreen and square
intelligently as does the detailed and then the plain background. The colours are mostly
subdued and occasionally monochromatic but there are unpredictably garish tints often going
through a whole spectrum on a single page. For whatever reason this seems fine and reminds
you slightly of a Powers issue.The whole thing is exceptional and it is so refreshing to get a story
for grownups.Thumbs Up!”

Ebook Library Reader, “My pre-order arrived and I'm happy. Adore this series. Beautifully written
and illustrated. Stands on its own to some degree, but obviously advantageous to have read
volume 1 first.It's in parts inscrutable, in parts leaves you with a lot of work to place things into
some kind of context and in parts just very funny and very dark.Lot of mixed reactions so far to
this series. Especially over how it handles tying together a narrative and that constant feeling
that you're being left with a lot of holes to your omniscient reader's knowledge. I love it however.”

Lovetosleep, “Amazing. I was a little unimpressed with the first volume. Ellis' trees seemed to
have been given a better start. However this volume is beautiful. Laugh out loud and tightly
plotted.”

Prunesquallor, “Five Stars. As described, quick delivery”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 114 people have provided feedback.
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